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Cost, Price, and  
Performance Trends
This chapter covers cost, price, and performance trends for PV and CSP. Section 3.1 discusses 
levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Section 3.2 covers solar resource and capacity factor for 
both PV and CSP. Section 3.3 provides information on efficiency trends for PV cells, modules, 
and systems. Section 3.4 discusses PV module reliability. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 cover PV 
module and installed-system cost trends. Section 3.7 discusses PV O&M trends. Section 3.8 
summarizes CSP installation and O&M cost trends, and Section 3.9 presents information on 
the characteristics and performance of various CSP technologies. 

3.1  Levelized Cost of Energy, PV and CSP
LCOE is the ratio of an electricity-generation system’s amortized lifetime costs (installed 
cost plus lifetime O&M and replacement costs minus any incentives, adjusted for taxes) to 
the system’s lifetime electricity generation. The calculation of LCOE is highly sensitive to 
installed system cost, O&M costs, location, orientation, financing, and policy. Thus, it is not 
surprising that estimates of LCOE vary widely across sources. 

REN21 (2010) estimated that the worldwide range in LCOE for parabolic trough CSP in 2009 
was $0.14–$0.18 per kWh, excluding government incentives. The European Photovoltaic 
Industry Association (EPIA) estimated that worldwide, the range of LCOE for large ground-
mounted PV, in 2010, was approximately $0.16–$0.38 per kWh (EPIA 2011). The wide LCOE 
range for PV ($0.16–$0.38 per kWh) is due largely to the sensitivity of the solar radiation 
(insolation) to the location of the system. That is, even minor changes in location or 
orientation of the system can significantly impact the overall output of the system. The 
PV LCOE range in Northern Europe, which receives around 1,000 kWh/m2 of sunlight is 
around $.38 per kWh; Southern Europe, which receives around 1,900 kWh/m2 of sunlight, 
has an LCOE of $.20 per kWh; and the Middle-East, which receives around 2,200 kWh/m2 of 
sunlight, has an LCOE of $.16 per kWh (EPIA 2011).

3
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Figure 3.1 shows calculated LCOE for PV systems in selected U.S. cities ranging from about 
$0.17/kWh to $0.27/kWh in residential systems, $0.17/kWh to $0.27/kWh in commercial 
systems, and $0.09/kWh to $0.12/kWh for utility-scale systems (all when calculated with 
the federal ITC) based on the quality of the solar resource. It is important to note that 
assumptions about financing significantly impact the calculated LCOE and that the following 
graph shows a sampling of estimates that do not include state or local incentives.

The LCOEs of utility-scale PV systems are generally lower than those of residential and 
commercial PV systems located in the same region. This is partly due to the fact that installed 
and O&M costs per watt tend to decrease as PV system size increases, owing to more 
advantageous economies of scale and other factors (see Section 3.6 on PV installation cost 
trends and Section 3.7 on PV O&M.) In addition, larger, optimized, better-maintained PV 
systems can produce electricity more efficiently and consistently.

3.2  Solar Resource and Capacity Factor, PV and CSP
Of all the renewable resources, solar is by far the most abundant. With 162,000 terawatts 
reaching Earth from the sun, just 1 hour of sunlight could theoretically provide the entire 
global demand for energy for 1 year.

21  The LCOEs for Figure 3.1 were calculated using the NREL Solar Advisor Model (SAM) with the following assumptions:
Residential: Cost of $6.42/WDC. Cost is the weighted average residential installed system cost from Q4 2010, SEIA/GTM U.S. Solar Market 
InsightTM Year-In Review; cash purchase; 25-degree fixed-tilt system  facing due South; and discount rate of 2.9% (real dollars) based on the 
after-tax weighted average cost of capital. LCOE assumes a 30% federal ITC. No state, local, or utility incentives are assumed.
Commercial: Cost of $5.71/WDC. Cost is the weighted average commercial installed system cost from Q4 2010, SEIA/GTM U.S. Solar Market 
Insight Year-In Review; 60%debt, 20-year term, and 40% equity; 10-degree fixed-tilt system facing due South; and discount rate of 4.4% (real 
dollars) based on the after-tax weighted average cost of capital. LCOE assumes a 30% ITC and 5-year Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery 
System (MACRS). No state, local, or utility incentives are assumed. Third-party/independent power producer (IPP) ownership of PV is 
assumed, and thus the LCOE includes the taxes paid on electricity revenue.
Utility: Cost assumes panels have a one-axis tracking to be $4.05/W. The utility-installed system cost is from Q4 2010, SEIA/GTM U.S. Solar 
Market Insight Year-In Review; 55% debt, 15-year term, and 45% equity; and discount rate of 6.4% (real dollars) based on the after-tax 
weighted average cost of capital. LCOE assumes a 30% ITC and 5-year MACRS. No state, local, or utility incentives are assumed. Third-party/
IPP ownership of PV is assumed, and thus the LCOE includes the taxes paid on electricity revenue.
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3.2.1  Solar Resource for PV
Photovoltaics can take advantage of direct and indirect (diffuse) insolation, whereas CSP is 
designed to use only direct insolation. As a result, PV modules need not directly face and 
track incident radiation in the same way CSP systems do. This has enabled PV systems to 
have broader geographical application than CSP and also helps to explain why planned and 
deployed CSP systems are concentrated around such a small geographic area (the American 
Southwest, Spain, Northern Africa, and the Middle East).

Figure 3.2 illustrates the photovoltaic solar resource in the United States, Germany, and Spain 
for a flat-plate PV collector tilted South at latitude. Solar resources across the United States 
are mostly good to excellent, with solar insolation levels ranging from about 1,000–2,500 
kWh/m2/year. The southwestern United States is at the top of this range, while only Alaska 
and part of Washington are at the low end. The range for the mainland United States is about 
1,350–2,500 kWh/m2/year. The U.S. solar insolation level varies by about a factor of two; this 
is considered relatively homogeneous compared to other renewable energy resources.

As is evident from the map, the solar resource in the United States is much higher than in 
Germany, and the southwestern United States has better resource than southern Spain. 
Germany’s solar resource has about the same range as Alaska’s, at about 1,000-1,500 kWh/
m2/year, but more of Germany’s resource is at the lower end of that range. Spain’s solar 
insolation ranges from about 1,300–2,000 kWh/m2/year, which is among the best solar 
resource in Europe.

The total land area suitable for PV is enormous and will not limit PV deployment. For 
example, a current estimate of the total roof area suitable for PV in the United States is 

Figure 3.2. Photovoltaic solar resource for the United States, Spain, and Germany22 
(NREL 2009d)

22  Annual average solar resource data are for a solar collector oriented toward the South at tilt = local latitude. The data for Hawaii and the 48 
contiguous states are derived from a model developed at SUNY/Albany using geostationary weather satellite data for the period 1998–2005. 
The data for Alaska were derived by NREL in 2003 from a 40-km satellite and surface cloud cover database for the period 1985–1991. The data 
for Germany and Spain were acquired from the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission and capture the yearly sum of global 
irradiation on an optimally inclined surface for the period 1981–1990. States and countries are shown to scale, except for Alaska.
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approximately 6 billion square meters, even after eliminating 35% to 80% of roof space to 
account for panel shading (e.g., by trees) and suboptimal roof orientations. With current 
PV performance, this area has the potential for more than 600 GW of capacity, which could 
generate more than 20% of U.S. electricity demand. Beyond rooftops, there are many 
opportunities for installing PV on underutilized real estate such as parking structures, 
awnings, airports, freeway margins, and farmland set-asides. The land area required to 
supply all end-use electricity in the United States using PV is about 0.6% of the country’s 
land area (181 m2 per person) or about 22% of the “urban area” footprint (Denholm and 
Margolis 2008b).

3.2.2  Solar Resource for CSP
The geographic area that is most suitable for CSP is smaller than for PV because CSP uses 
only direct insolation. In the United States, the best location for CSP is the Southwest. 
Globally, the most suitable sites for CSP plants are arid lands within 35° North and South of 
the equator. Figure 3.3 shows the direct-normal solar resource in the southwestern United 
States, which includes a detailed characterization of regional climate and local land features; 
red indicates the most intense solar resource, and light blue indicates the least intense. 
Figure 3.4 shows locations in the southwestern United States with characteristics ideal 
for CSP systems, including direct-normal insolation greater than 6.75 kWh/m2/day, a land 
slope of less than 1°, and at least 10 km2 of contiguous land that could accommodate large 
systems (Mehos and Kearney 2007).

After implementing the appropriate insolation, slope, and contiguous land area filters, over 
87,000 square miles are available in the seven states considered to be CSP-compatible: 
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Colorado, Utah, and Texas. Table 3.1 summarizes 
the land area in these states that is ideally suited to CSP. This relatively small land area 
amounts to nearly 7,500 GW of resource potential and more than 17.5 million GWh of 
generating capacity, assuming a capacity factor of 27% (see Section 3.2.3). Therefore, the 
amount of CSP resource potential in seven southwestern states is over quadruple the annual 
U.S. electricity generation of about 4 million GWh.23

TABLE 3.1. IDEAL CSP LAND AREA AND RESOURCE POTENTIAL
IN SEVEN SOUTHWESTERN STATES23

State Available Area (square miles) Resource Potential (GW)

Arizona 13,613 1,162

California 6,278 536

Colorado 6,232 532

Nevada 11,090 946

New Mexico 20,356 1,737

Texas 6,374 544

Utah 23,288 1,987

Total 87,231 7,444

(Internal NREL Analysis 2011)

23  EIA Net Generation by Energy Source: Total (All Sectors), rolling 12 months ending in May 2010 http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/
epm/table1_1.html.

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table1_1.html
http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table1_1.html
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Figure 3.3. Direct-normal solar resource in 
the U.S. southwest

(Mehos and Kearney 2007)

Figure 3.4. Direct-normal solar radiation 
in the U.S. southwest, filtered by resource, 

land use, and topography
(Mehos and Kearney 2007)

Besides the United States, promising markets for CSP include Spain, North Africa, and the 
Middle East  because of the regions’ high levels of insolation and land available for solar 
development. Section 1.3.2 discusses the major non-U.S. international markets for CSP in 
further detail.

3.2.3  Capacity Factor, PV, and CSP
Capacity factor is the ratio of an energy-generation system’s actual energy output during a 
given period to the energy output that would have been generated if the system ran at full 
capacity for the entire period. For example, if a system ran at its full capacity for an entire 
year, the capacity factor would be 100% during that year. Because PV and CSP generate 
electricity only when the sun is shining, their capacity factors are reduced because of 
evening, cloudy, and other low-light periods. This can be mitigated in part by locating PV 
and CSP systems in areas that receive high levels of annual sunlight. The capacity factor 
of PV and CSP systems is also reduced by any necessary downtime (e.g., for maintenance), 
similar to other generation technologies.

For PV, electricity generation is maximized when the modules are normal (i.e., 
perpendicular) to the incident sunlight. Variations in the sun’s angle that are due to the 
season and time of day reduce the capacity factor of fixed-orientation PV systems. This can 
be mitigated, in part, by tilting stationary PV modules to maximize annual sunlight exposure 
or by incorporating one- or two-axis solar tracking systems, which rotate the modules to 
capture more normal sunlight exposure than is possible with stationary modules. Figure 3.5 
shows the effect of insolation and use of tracking systems on PV capacity factors. Fixed tilt 
(at latitude) capacity factors are 14%–24% for Seattle to Phoenix, whereas one- and two-axis 
tracking systems result in higher ranges. Analysts sometimes use 18% or 19% for an average 
U.S. PV capacity factor.24

24  These are direct current (DC) capacity factors, i.e., based on the DC rating of a PV system and taking into account inverter and other system 
losses. By definition, they are lower than an AC capacity factor, which is how fossil, nuclear, and CSP plants are rated, and thus are not directly 
comparable to more traditional AC capacity factors.
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The performance of a CSP plant is variable depending on factors such as the technology, 
configuration, and solar resource available in any given location. For example, capacity 
factors increase drastically in plants with thermal energy storage (TES) because they have 
more hours of operation. As of August 2010, plants without storage have capacity factors 
within the 20%–28% range, while plants with 6–7.5 hours of storage have a 40%–50% 
capacity factor. Larger amounts of storage and therefore higher capacity factors and 
dispatchability (the ability to increase or decrease electricity generation on demand) are 
possible. Capacity factors have been increasing as technologies mature and deploy and as 
plant operating techniques improve.

3.3  PV Cell, Module, and System Efficiency
In addition to the solar resource and capacity factor discussed above, the amount of 
electricity produced by PV systems depends primarily on the following factors:
•	 Cell type and efficiency

•	 Module efficiency

•	 System efficiency

•	 Module reliability.

This section discusses the efficiency of PV cells, modules, and systems. Module reliability is 
discussed in the next section.

3.3.1  PV Cell Type and Efficiency
Two categories of PV cells are used in most of today’s commercial PV modules: c-Si and 
thin-film. The c-Si category, called first-generation PV, includes monocrystalline and 
multicrystalline PV cells, which are the most efficient of the mainstream PV technologies 
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(NREL 2009b)

25  Capacity factors were estimated using data from NREL’s PVWatts™, a performance calculator for on-grid PV systems, available at http://www.
nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts. The capacity factors shown here reflect an overall derate factor of 0.77, with the inverter and transformer component 
of this derate being 0.92, the defaults used in PVWatts. The array tilt is at latitude for the fixed-tilt systems, the default in PVWatts.

http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts
http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts
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and accounted for about 86% of PV produced in 2010 (Mehta 2011). These cells produce 
electricity via c-Si semiconductor material derived from highly refined polysilicon feedstock. 
Monocrystalline cells, made of single silicon crystals, are more efficient than multicrystalline 
cells but are more expensive to manufacture.
 
The thin-film category, called second-generation PV, includes PV cells that produce 
electricity via extremely thin layers of semiconductor material made of a-Si, CIS, CIGS, or 
CdTe. Another PV cell technology (also second generation) is the multi-junction PV cell. 
Multi-junction cells use multiple layers of semiconductor material (from the group III and 
V elements of the periodic table of chemical elements) to absorb and convert more of 
the solar spectrum into electricity than is converted by single-junction cells. Combined 
with light-concentrating optics and sophisticated sun-tracking systems, these cells 
have demonstrated the highest sunlight-to-electricity conversion efficiencies of any PV 
technologies, in excess of 40%.
 
Various emerging technologies, known as third-generation PV, could become viable 
commercial options in the future, either by achieving very high efficiency or very low 
cost. Examples include dye-sensitized, organic PV cells and quantum dots, which have 
demonstrated relatively low efficiencies to date but offer the potential for substantial 
manufacturing cost reductions.
 
The efficiencies of all PV cell types have improved over the past several decades, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.6, which shows the best research-cell efficiencies from 1975 to 
2010. The highest-efficiency research cell shown was achieved in 2010 in a multi-junction 
concentrator at 42.3% efficiency. Other research-cell efficiencies illustrated in the figure 
range from 15% to 25% for crystalline silicon cells, 10% to 20% for thin film, and about 5% 
and to 10% for the emerging PV technologies organic cells and dye-sensitized
cells, respectively.

 

Figure 3.6. Best research-cell efficiencies 1975–2010
(NREL 2010)
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3.3.2  PV Module Efficiency
The cells described in Figure 3.6 were manufactured in small quantities under ideal laboratory 
conditions and refined to attain the highest possible efficiencies. The efficiencies of mass-
produced cells are always lower than the efficiency of the best research cell. Further, the 
efficiency of PV modules is lower than the efficiency of the cells from which they are made.

TABLE 3.2  2010 COMMERCIAL MODULE EFFICIENCIES

Technology Commercial Module Efficiency

Monocrystalline silicon b 14%

Multicrystalline silicon b 14%

CdTe c 11%

a-Si d 6%

CIGS e 11%

Low-concentration CPV with 20%-efficient silicon cells 15%

High-concentration CPV with 38%-efficient III-V multi-junction cells 29%

b The efficiency represents average production characteristics. Non-standard monocrystalline technologies—such 
as SunPower’s rear-point-contact cell (19.3% efficiency) and Sanyo’s HIT-cell-based module (17.1% efficiency)—are 
commercially available.
c First Solar 2010a
d Uni-Solar 2010. Based on a flexible laminate a-Si module. 
e Mehta and Bradford 2009

In 2010, the typical efficiency of crystalline silicon-based PV commercial modules ranged
from 14% for multicrystalline modules to 19.3% for the highest-efficiency monocrystalline
modules (average monocrystalline module efficiency was 14%). For thin-film modules, 
typical efficiencies ranged from 7% for a-Si modules to about 11% for CIGS and CdTe 
modules (Table 3.2).

3.3.3  PV System Efficiency and Derate Factor
A PV system consists of multiple PV modules wired together and installed on a building or 
other location. The AC output of a PV system is always less than the DC rating, which is due 
to system losses.

For grid-connected applications, a PV system includes an inverter that transforms the DC 
electricity produced by the PV modules into AC electricity. The average maximum efficiency 
of inverters in 2009 was 96%, up from 95.5% in 2008, with the best-in-class efficiency 
reaching 97.5% for inverters larger than 50 kW and 96.5% for inverters under 50 kW 
(Bloomberg 2010). Other factors that reduce a PV system’s efficiency include dirt and other 
materials obscuring sun-collecting surfaces, electrically mismatched modules in an array, 
wiring losses, and high cell temperatures. For example, NREL’s PVWatts™ 26, a performance 
calculator for on-grid PV systems, uses an overall derate factor of 0.7727 as a default, with the 
inverter component of this derate being 0.92.

3.4  PV Module Reliability
Historic data suggest that reliability is a very important factor when considering the market 
adoption of a new technology, especially during the early growth stages of an industry. PV 
is currently experiencing unprecedented growth rates. To sustain these growth rates, it is 
imperative that manufacturers consider the implications of product reliability.

26   See http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts/version1.html 
27   A 0.77 derate factor is an older number applicable primarily to small residential PV systems. Ongoing data collection efforts at NREL 
indicate that this number is closer to 0.83 for modern PV installations.

http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts/version1.html 
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Today’s PV modules usually include a 25-year warranty. Standard warranties guarantee 
that output after 25 years will be at least 80% of rated output. This is in line with real-world 
experience and predicted performance from damp-heat testing of modules (Wohlgemuth et 
al. 2006).

Manufacturers in the United States, Japan, and the European Union currently implement 
qualification standards and certifications that help to ensure that PV systems meet reliability 
specifications. There have been efforts to bring reliability standards to Chinese manufacturers 
as well, considering their rapid growth in the PV market. DOE has been a leader in engaging 
Chinese manufacturers in discussions on reliability standards and codes by organizing a 
series of reliability workshops and conferences in China. The global PV community realizes 
that if reliability standards are not quickly implemented among the fastest-growing 
producers, high-maintenance installations could negatively impact market adoption of PV 
modules both now and in the future.

3.5  PV Module Price Trends
Photovoltaic modules have experienced significant improvements and cost reductions over 
the last few decades. The market for PV modules has undergone unprecedented growth in 
recent years owing to government policy support and other financial incentives encouraging 
the installation of (primarily grid-connected) PV systems. Although PV module prices 
increased in the past several years, prices have been falling steadily over the past few decades 
and began falling again in 2008. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7, which presents average global 
PV module selling prices for all PV technologies.

Although global average prices provide an index for the PV industry overall, there are a 
number of factors to consider prior to coming to any firm conclusions. First, the PV industry 
is dynamic and rapidly changing, with advances in cost reductions for segments of the 
industry masked by looking at average prices. For example, some thin-film PV technologies 
are achieving manufacturing costs and selling prices lower than for crystalline silicon 
modules. Applications including large ground-mounted PV systems, for which deployment is 
increasing, and applications in certain countries and locations accrue cost advantages based 
on factors such as economies of scale and the benefits of a more mature market (some of 
this is captured in Section 3.6 on PV installation cost trends). Finally, historical trends may not 
provide an accurate picture going forward, as new developments and increasing demand 
continue to change the PV industry landscape.

Module prices vary considerably by technology and are influenced by variations in 
manufacturing cost and sunlight-to-electricity conversion efficiency, among other factors. 
This variation is significant because the manufacturing costs of modules is the single biggest 
factor in determining the sale price necessary to meet a manufacturer’s required profit 
margin; the closer the selling price is to the manufacturing cost, the lower the profit margin. 
Higher conversion efficiency generally commands a price premium. This is because higher-
efficiency modules require less installation area per watt of electricity production and incur 
lower balance-of-system costs (i.e., wiring, racking, and other system installation costs) per 
watt than lower-efficiency modules. The current estimated effect is a $0.10 increase in price 
per 1% increase in efficiency; for example, all else being equal, a 20%-efficient module would 
cost about $1 more per watt than a 10%-efficient module (Mehta and Bradford 2009).

Figure 3.7 shows the range of average global PV module selling prices at the factory gate 
(i.e., prices do not include charges such as delivery and subsequent taxes), as obtained from 
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sample market transactions for small-quantity, mid-range, and large-quantity buyers. 
Small-quantity buyers are those buyers who often pay more, on a per watt basis, for smaller 
quantities and modules (e.g., less than 50 W).The mid-range buyer category includes 
buyers of modules greater than 75 W, but with annual purchases generally less than 25 
MW. Large-quantity buyers purchase large standard modules (e.g., greater than 150 W) in 
large amounts, which allows them to have strong relationships with the manufacturers. The 
thin-film category includes the price of all thin-film panel types (i.e., CdTe, a-Si, CIGS, and 
CIS). In 2010, the average price per watt for the large-quantity category was $1.64/Wp while 
the average price per watt for the mid-range quantity category was $2.36/Wp. The nominal 
prices shown in the figure are actual prices paid in the year stated (i.e., the prices are not 
adjusted for inflation).

PV module prices experienced significant drops in the mid-1980s, resulting from increases 
in module production and pushes for market penetration during a time of low interest in 
renewable energy. Between 1988 and 1990, a shortage of available silicon wafers caused 
PV prices to increase. For the first time in a decade, the market was limited by supply rather 
than demand. Prices then dropped significantly from 1991 to 1995 because of increases in 
manufacturing capacity and a worldwide recession that slowed PV demand. Module prices 
continued to fall (although at a slower rate) from 1995 to 2003, which was due to global 
increases in module capacities and a growing market. 

Prices began to increase from 2003 to 2007 as European demand, primarily from Germany 
and Spain, experienced high growth rates after FITs and other government incentives were 
adopted. Polysilicon supply which outpaced demand also contributed to the price increases 
from 2004 to mid-2008. Higher prices were sustained until the third quarter of 2008, when 
the global recession reduced demand. As a result, polysilicon supply constraints eased, and 
module supply increased. The year 2009 began with high inventory levels and slow demand 
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due to strained financial markets, then sales began to recover mid-year. Both 2009 and 2010 
were years of constrained margins, as pricing competition amongst manufacturers became 
markedly more pronounced. With heightened demand and a less strained polysilicon 
supply, prices increased throughout the third quarter of 2010, only to decline by year’s end 
due to growing supply and slowing demand. 

3.6  PV Installation Cost Trends
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) has collected project-level installed system 
cost data for grid-connected PV installations in the United States (Barbose et al. 2011). The 
dataset currently includes more than 116,500 PV systems installed in 42 states between 
1998 and 2010 and totals 1,685 MW, or 79% of all grid-connected PV capacity installed in 
the United States through 2010. This section describes trends related to the installed system 
cost of PV projects in the LBNL database, focusing first on cost trends for behind-the-meter 
PV systems and then on cost trends for utility-sector PV systems.28 In all instances, installed 
costs are expressed in terms of real 2010 dollars and represent the cost to the consumer 
before receipt of any grant or rebate. PV capacity is expressed in terms of the rated module 
DC power output under standard test conditions. Note that the terminology “installed cost” in 
this report represents the price paid by the final system owner. This should not be confused 
with the term “cost” as used in other contexts to refer to the cost to a company before a 
product is priced for a market or end user.

It is essential to note at the outset the limitations inherent in the data presented within 
this section.  First, the cost data are historical, focusing primarily on projects installed through 
the end of 2010, and therefore do not reflect the cost of projects installed more recently; 
nor are the data presented here representative of costs that are currently being quoted for 
prospective projects to be installed at a later date.  For this reason and others, the results 
presented herein likely differ from current PV cost benchmarks.  Second, this section focuses 
on the up-front cost to install PV systems; as such, it does not capture trends associated with 
PV performance or other factors that affect the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for PV.  
Third, the utility-sector PV cost data presented in this section are based on a small sample size 
(reflecting the small number of utility-sector systems installed through 2010), and include a 
number of relatively small projects and “one-off” projects with atypical project characteristics.  
Fourth, the data sample includes many third party-owned projects where either the system 
is leased to the site-host or the generation output is sold to the site-host under a power 
purchase agreement.  The installed cost data reported for these projects are somewhat 
ambiguous – in some cases representing the actual cost to install the project, while in other 
cases representing the assessed “fair market value” of the project.29 As shown within Barbose 
et al. (2011), however, the available data suggest that any bias in the installed cost data 
reported for third party-owned systems is not likely to have significantly skewed the overall 
cost trends presented here.

3.6.1 Behind-the-Meter PV
Figure 3.8 presents the average installed cost of all behind-the-meter projects in the data 
sample installed from 1998 to 2010. Over the entirety of this 13-year period, capacity-
weighted average installed costs declined from $11.00/W in 1998 to $6.20/W in 2010. This 

28  For the purpose of this section, “behind-the-meter” PV refers to systems that are connected on the customer-side of the meter, typically 
under a net metering arrangement.  Conversely, “utility-sector” PV consists of systems connected directly to the utility system, and may 
therefore include wholesale distributed generation projects.
29  The cost data for behind-the-meter PV systems presented in this report derive primarily from state and utility PV incentive programs.  For 
a subset of the third party-owned systems – namely, those systems installed by integrated third party providers that both perform the 
installation and finance the system for the site-host – the reported installed cost may represent the fair market value claimed when the third 
party provider applied for a Section 1603 Treasury Grant or federal investment tax credit.  
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represents a total cost reduction of $4.80/W (43%) in real 2010 dollars, or $0.40/W (4.6%) per 
year, on average. Roughly two-thirds of the total cost decline occurred over the 1998–2005 
period, after which average costs remained relatively flat until the precipitous drop in the 
last year of the analysis period. From 2009 to 2010, the capacity-weighted average installed 
cost of behind-the-meter systems declined by $1.30/W, a 17% year-over-year reduction.

The decline in installed costs over time is attributable to a drop in both module and non-
module costs. Figure 3.9 compares the total capacity-weighted average installed cost of 
the systems in the data sample to Navigant Consulting’s Global Power Module Price Index, 
which represents average wholesale PV module prices in each year.30 Over the entirety of the 
analysis period, the module price index fell by $2.50/W, equivalent to 52% of the decline in 
total average installed costs over this period. Focusing on the more recent past, Figure 3.9 
shows that the module index dropped sharply in 2009, but total installed costs did not fall 
significantly until the following year. The total drop in module prices over the 2008–2010 
period ($1.40/W) is roughly equal to the decline in the total installed cost of behind-the-
meter systems in 2010 ($1.30/W), suggestive of a “lag” between movements in wholesale 
module prices and retail installed costs.

Figure 3.9 also presents the “implied” non-module costs paid by PV system owners—which 
may include such items as inverters, mounting hardware, labor, permitting and fees, 
shipping, overhead, taxes, and installer profit. Implied non-module costs are calculated 
simply as the difference between the average total installed cost and the wholesale module 
price index in the same year; these calculated non-module costs therefore ignore the effect 
of any divergence between movements in the wholesale module price index and actual 
module costs associated with PV systems installed each year. The fact that the analytical 
approach used in this figure cannot distinguish between actual non-module costs as paid 
by PV system owners and a lag in module costs makes it challenging to draw conclusions 
about movements in non-module costs over short time periods (i.e., year-on-year changes). 

30   The global, average annual price of power modules published by Navigant Consulting is also presented in Section 3.5 on PV module  
price trends.
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Over the longer-term, however, Figure 3.9 clearly shows that implied non-module costs have 
declined significantly over the entirety of the historical analysis period, dropping by $2.30/W 
(37%), from an estimated $6.10/W in 1998 to $3.80/W in 2010.

Although current market studies confirmed that significant cost reductions occurred in the 
United States from 1998 through 2010, observation of international markets suggested that 
further cost reductions are possible and may accompany increased market size. Figure 3.10 
compares average installed costs, excluding sales or value-added tax, in Germany, Japan, and 
the United States, focusing specifically on small residential systems (either 2–5 kW or 3–5 kW, 
depending on the country) installed in 2010. Among this class of systems, average installed 
costs in the United States ($6.90/W) were considerably higher than in Germany ($4.20/W), 
but were roughly comparable to average installed costs in Japan ($6.40/W).31 This variation 
across countries may be partly attributable to differences in cumulative grid-connected PV 
capacity in each national market, with roughly 17,000 MW installed in Germany through 
2010, compared to 3,500 MW and 2,100 MW in Japan and the United States, respectively. 
That said, larger market size, alone, is unlikely to account for the entirety of the differences in 
average installed costs among countries.32

31  Data for Germany and Japan are based on the most-recent respective country reports prepared for the International Energy Agency 
Cooperative Programme on Photovoltaic Power Systems.  The German and U.S. cost data are for 2-5 kW systems, while the Japanese cost 
data are for 3-5 kW systems.  The German cost data represents the average of reported year-end installed costs for 2009 ($4.7/W) and 2010 
($3.7/W), which is intended to approximate the average cost of projects installed over the course of 2010.
32  Installed costs may differ among countries as a result of a wide variety of factors, including differences in incentive levels, module prices, 
interconnection standards, labor costs, procedures for receiving incentives, permitting, and interconnection approvals, foreign exchange 
rates, local component manufacturing, and average system size.
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The United States is not a homogenous PV market, as evidenced by Figure 3.11, which 
compares the average installed cost of PV systems <10 kW completed in 2010 across 20 
states. Average costs within individual states range from a low of $6.30/W in New Hampshire 
to a high of $8.40/W in Utah. Differences in average installed costs across states may partially 
be a consequence of the differing size and maturity of the PV markets, where larger markets 
stimulate greater competition and hence greater efficiency in the delivery chain, and may 
also allow for bulk purchases and better access to lower-cost products. That said, the two 
largest PV markets in the country (California and New Jersey) are not among the low-cost 
states. Instead, the lowest cost states—New Hampshire, Texas, Nevada, and Arkansas—are 
relatively small markets, illustrating the potential influence of other state- or local factors 
on installed costs. For example, administrative and regulatory compliance costs (e.g., 
incentive applications, permitting, and interconnection) can vary substantially across states, 
as can installation labor costs. Average installed costs may also differ among states due to 
differences in the proportion of systems that are ground-mounted or that have tracking 
equipment, both of which will tend to increase total installed cost.

As indicated in Figure 3.11, installed costs also vary across states as a result of differing sales 
tax treatment; 10 of the 20 states shown in the figure exempted residential PV systems from 
state sales tax in 2010, and Oregon and New Hampshire have no state sales tax. Assuming 
that PV hardware costs represent approximately 60% of the total installed cost of residential 
PV systems, state sales tax exemptions effectively reduce the post-sales-tax installed cost by 
up to $0.40/W, depending on the specific state sales tax rate that would otherwise be levied.

Figure 3.10 Average installed cost of 2 to 5-kW residential systems completed in 2010
(Barbose et al. 2011)
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Figure 3.11 Variation in installed costs among U.S. states
(Barbose et al. 2011)

The decline in U.S. PV installed costs over time was partly attributable to the fact that PV 
systems have gotten larger, on average, and exhibit some economies of scale. As shown in 
Figure 3.12, an increasing portion of behind-the-meter PV capacity installed in each year has 
consisted of relatively large systems (though the trend is by no means steady). For example, 
systems in the >500 kW size range represented more than 20% of behind-the-meter PV 
capacity installed in 2010, compared to 0% from 1998 to 2001. The shift in the size distribution 
is reflected in the increasing average size of behind-the-meter systems, from 5.5 kW in 1998 to 
12.8 kW in 2010. As confirmed by Figure 3.13, installed costs generally decline as system size 
increases. In particular, the average installed cost of behind-the-meter PV systems installed in 
2010 was greatest for systems <2 kW, at $9.80/W, dropping to $5.20/W for systems >1,000 kW, a 
difference in average cost of approximately $4.60/W.
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In addition to variation across states and system size, installed costs also varied across key 
market segments and technology types. Figure 3.14 compares the average installed cost of 
residential retrofit and new construction systems completed in 2010, focusing on systems of 
2–3 kW (the size range typical of residential new construction systems). Overall, residential 
new construction systems average $0.70/W less than comparably sized residential retrofits, 
or $1.50/W less if comparing only rack-mounted systems. However, a large fraction of the 
residential new construction market consists of building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), 
which averages $0.60/W more than similarly sized rack-mounted systems installed in new 
construction, though the higher installed costs of BIPV may be partially offset by avoided 
roofing material costs. 

Figure 3.15 compares installed costs of behind-the-meter systems using crystalline silicon 
versus thin-film modules, among fixed-axis, rack-mounted systems installed in 2010. 
Although the sample size of thin-film systems is relatively small, the data indicate that, in 
both the <10-kW and 10–100-kW size ranges, PV systems using thin-film modules were 
slightly more costly, on average, than those with crystalline technology (a difference of 
$0.90/W in the <10 kW size range and $1.10/W in the 10–100-kW range).  In the >100-kW 
size range, however, the average installed cost of thin-film and crystalline systems were 
nearly identical.   As shown in the following section on utility-sector PV systems, within that 
segment, thin-film PV systems generally had lower installed costs than crystalline systems.
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3.6.2 Utility-Sector PV
This section describes trends in the installed cost of utility-sector PV systems, which, as 
indicated previously, is defined to include any PV system connected directly to the utility 
system, including wholesale distributed PV.33 The section begins by describing the range 
in the installed cost of the utility-sector systems in the data sample, before then describing 
differences in installed costs according to project size and system configuration (crystalline 
fixed-tilt vs. crystalline tracking vs. thin-film fixed-tilt).  

Before proceeding, it is important to note that the utility-sector installed cost data 
presented in this section must be interpreted with a certain degree of caution, for 
several reasons.  
•	 Small sample size with atypical utility PV projects. The total sample of utility-sector 

projects is relatively small (31 projects in total, of which 20 projects were installed in 
2010), and includes a number of small wholesale distributed generation projects as 
well as a number of larger “one-off” projects with atypical project characteristics (e.g., 
brownfield developments, utility pole-mounted systems, projects built to withstand 
hurricane winds, etc.).  The cost of these small or otherwise atypical projects is expected 
to be higher than the cost of many of the larger utility-scale PV projects currently under 
development.  

•	 Lag in component pricing.  The installed cost of any individual utility-sector project may 
reflect component pricing one or even two years prior to project completion, and 
therefore the cost of the utility-sector projects within the data sample may not fully 
capture the steep decline in module or other component prices that occurred over the 
analysis period.  For this reason and others (see Text Box 1 within the main body of the 
report), the results presented here likely differ from current PV cost benchmarks.  

•	 Reliability of data sources. Third, the cost data obtained for utility-sector PV projects are 
derived from varied sources and, in some instances (e.g., trade press articles and press 
releases), are arguably less reliable than the cost data presented earlier for behind-the-
meter PV systems.  

•	 Focus on installed cost rather than levelized cost.  It is worth repeating again that, by 
focusing on installed cost trends, this report ignores performance-related differences 
and other factors that influence the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), which is a more 
comprehensive metric for comparing the cost of utility-sector PV systems. 

As shown in Figure 3.16, the installed cost of the utility-sector PV systems in the data sample 
varies widely. Among the 20 projects in the data sample completed in 2010, for example, 
installed costs ranged from $2.90/W to $7.40/W.  The wide range in installed costs exhibited 
by utility-sector projects in the data sample invariably reflects a combination of factors, 
including differences in project size (which range from less than 1 MW to over 34 MW) and 
differences in system configuration (e.g., fixed-tilt vs. tracking systems), both of which are 
discussed further below.  The wide cost distribution of the utility-sector PV data sample is 
also attributable to the presence of systems with unique characteristics that increase costs.  
For example, among the 2010 installations in the data sample are a 10 MW tracking system 
built on an urban brownfield site ($6.20/W), an 11 MW fixed-axis system built to withstand 
hurricane winds ($5.60/W), and a collection of panels mounted on thousands of individual 
utility distribution poles totaling 14.6 MW ($7.40/W).

33  The utility-sector PV data sample also includes the 14.2 MW PV system installed at Nellis Air Force Base, which is connected on the 
customer-side of the meter but is included within the utility-sector data sample due to its large size.
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The impact of project size and system configuration on the installed cost of utility-sector PV 
systems is shown explicitly in Figure 3.17, which presents the installed cost of utility-sector 
systems completed in 2008-2010 (we include a broader range of years here in order to 
increase the sample size) according to project size and distinguishing between three system 
configurations: fixed-tilt systems with crystalline modules, fixed-tilt systems with thin-film 
modules, and tracking systems with crystalline modules.  

The number of projects within each size range is quite small, and thus the conclusions that 
can be drawn from this comparison are highly provisional.  Nevertheless, the figure clearly 
illustrates the impact of system configuration on installed cost, with thin-film systems 
exhibiting the lowest installed cost within each size range, and crystalline systems with 
tracking exhibiting the highest cost, as expected.  For example, among >5 MW systems in 
the data sample, installed costs ranged from $2.40-$3.90/W for the five thin-film systems, 
compared to $3.70-$5.60/W for the five crystalline systems without tracking and $4.20-
$6.20/W for the four crystalline systems with tracking.  As noted previously, however, 
comparing only the installed cost ignores the performance benefits of high-efficiency 
crystalline modules and tracking equipment, which offset the higher up-front cost.  

Figure 3.17 also illustrates the economies of scale for utility-sector PV, as indicated by 
the downward shift in the installed cost range for each system configuration type with 
increasing project size.  For example, among fixed-tilt, crystalline systems installed over the 
2008-2010 period, installed costs ranged from $3.70-$5.60/W for the five 5-20 MW systems, 
compared to $4.70-$6.30/W for the three <1 MW systems.  Similarly, among thin-film 
systems, the installed cost of the two >20 MW projects completed in 2008-2010 ranged 
from $2.40-$2.90/W, compared to $4.40-$5.10/W for the two <1 MW projects.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned trends, Figure 3.17 also shows a high degree 
of “residual” variability in installed costs across projects of a given configuration and 
within each size range, indicating clearly that other factors (such as “atypical” project 
characteristics) also strongly influence the installed cost of utility-sector PV.  
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3.7  PV Operations and Maintenance 
O&M is a significant contributor to the lifetime cost of PV systems. As such, reducing the O&M 
costs of system components is an important avenue to reducing lifetime PV cost. The data, 
however, are difficult to track because O&M costs are not as well documented as other PV 
system cost elements (which is due, in part, to the long-term and periodic nature of O&M).

3.7.1 PV Operation and Maintenance Not Including Inverter Replacement
During the past decade, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has collected O&M data for 
several types of PV systems in conjunction with Arizona Public Service and Tucson Electric 
Power (Table 3.2). Because O&M data were collected for only 5–6 years in each study, data 
on scheduled inverter replacement/rebuilding were not collected. Inverters are typically 
replaced every 7–10 years. Therefore, the information in Table 3.2 does not include O&M costs 
associated with scheduled inverter replacement/rebuilding. This issue is discussed in the next 
section.

As shown in Table 3.2, annual O&M costs as a percentage of installed system cost ranged 
from 0.12% for utility-scale generation to 5%–6% for off-grid residential hybrid systems. The 
O&M energy cost was calculated to be $0.004/kWh alternating current (AC) for utility-scale 
generation and $0.07/kWhAC for grid-connected residential systems. It should be noted that 
this is simply annual O&M cost divided by annual energy output and should not be confused 
with LCOE. For all the grid-connected systems, inverters were the major O&M issue. Four recent 
studies on O&M that provide additional context are summarized below.
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A study by Moore and Post (2008) of grid-connected residential systems followed the 
experience of Tucson Electric Power’s SunShare PV hardware buy-down program. From July 
2002 to October 2007, O&M data were collected for 169 roof-mounted, fixed-tilt, crystalline 
silicon residential systems smaller than 5 kWDC and with a single inverter, in the Tucson 
area. A total of 330 maintenance events were recorded: 300 scheduled and 30 unscheduled.

The scheduled visits were credited with minimizing unscheduled maintenance problems. 
Many of the unscheduled visits involved replacing failed inverters that were covered under 
the manufacturer’s warranty. The mean time between services per system was 10.1 months 
of operation, with maintenance costs amounting to $226 per system per year of operation. 

A study by Moore et al. (2005) of grid-connected commercial systems followed the 
experience of PV systems installed by Arizona Public Service. From 1998 to 2003, O&M 
data were collected for 9 crystalline silicon systems size 90 kWDC or larger, with horizontal 
tracking. Most of the O&M issues were related to inverters, which required adjustments for 
up to 6 months after system installation, after which the inverters generally performed well. 
Maintenance associated with the PV modules was minimal. Maintenance associated with 
the tracking components was higher initially, but became a small factor over time.

A study by Moore and Post (2007) of utility-scale systems followed the experience of large 
PV systems installed at Tucson Electric Power’s Springerville generating plant. From 2001 to 
2006, O&M data were collected for twenty-six 135 KWDC crystalline silicon systems (all 26 
systems were operational beginning in 2004). The systems were installed in a standardized 
manner with identical array field design, mounting hardware, electrical interconnection, and 
inverter unit. About half of the 300+ O&M visits made over the 5-year period were attributed 
to unscheduled visits. Many of the 156 unscheduled visits were due to unusually severe 
lightning storms. The mean time between unscheduled services per system was 7.7 months 
of operation.

A study by Canada et al. (2005) of off-grid residential hybrid systems followed the 
experience of a PV system lease program offered by Arizona Public Service. From 1997 to 
2002, O&M data were collected for 62 standardized PV hybrid systems with nominal outputs 
of 2.5, 5, 7.5, or 10 kWh/day and included PV modules, a battery bank, an inverter and 
battery-charge controller, and a propane generator. Because of the geographic dispersion 
of the systems, travel costs accounted for 42% of unscheduled maintenance costs. Overall, 
O&M (including projected battery replacement at 6-year intervals) was calculated to 
constitute about half of the 25-year life-cycle cost of the PV hybrid systems, with the other 
half attributed to initial cost.

32   When measuring the cost per generation output of power plants, the industry standard is to use $/kW, rather than $/MW.
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TABLE 3.3. SUMMARY OF ARIZONA PV SYSTEM O&M STUDIES, NOT INCLUDING O&M 
RELATED TO INVERTER REPLACEMENT/REBUILDING

System Type 
(Reference)

O&M Data 
Collection 
Period

Scheduled O&M Unscheduled O&M

Annual 
O&M Cost as 
Percentage 
of Installed 
System Cost

O&M 
Energy 
Cost42 

Grid-Connected 
Residential, 
Fixed Tilt 
(Moore and 
Post 2008)

2002–2007

Visits by category: 
general maintenance/
inspection (45%), 
pre-acceptance checks 
required for SunShare 
program (55%)

Visits by category: 
inverter (90%), PV array 
(10%)

1.47% $0.07/

Grid-Connected 
Commercial, 
Horizontal 
Tracking 
(Moore et al. 
2005)

1998–2003

Inverters were the primary maintenance issue; 
most systems required inverter adjustments 
during initial setup for up to 6 months after 
installation, after which the inverters generally 
performed well. Minimal maintenance was 
associated with modules. Maintenance for tracking 
components started higher during early part of 
development effort, but decreased over time.

 0.35% Not 
Reported

Utility-Scale 
Generation, 
Fixed Tilt 
(Moore and 
Post 2007)

2001–2006

Mowing native 
vegetation, visually 
inspecting arrays 
and power-handling 
equipment

Costs by category: 
inverter (59%), data 
acquisition systems 
(14%), AC disconnects 
(12%), system (6%), PV 
(6%), module junction 
(3%).

0.12% $0.004/

Off-Grid 
Residential 
Hybrid (Canada 
et al. 2005)

1997–2002

Quarterly generator 
service (oil change, 
filter, adjustment, and 
inspection), battery 
inspection and service, 
inverter inspection, 
overall system 
inspection; repairs/
replacements made 
when problems noted.

Costs by category: 
system setup, 
modification, and 
removal (41.4%); 
generator (27.8%); 
inverter (16.5%); 
batteries (4.7%); 
controls (4.2%); 
PV modules (2.7%); 
system electrical (2.6%).

5%–6%43 Not 
Reported

While research institutions such as SNL have collected data, the study groups are generally 
limited. Commercial entities are usually more protective of performance data, though they 
generally have larger and more diverse study groups that can provide more significant results. 
In order to provide industry knowledge that could further optimize solar energy systems and 
otherwise improve O&M, efficiency, and solar project costs, SunEdison published detailed 
performance data of nearly 200 commercial-scale solar energy systems (Voss et al. 2010). 
The systems surveyed cover a wide variety of geographic and environmental conditions, 
represented a wide range of system sizes (from a minimum size of 23 kW to a maximum size 
of 1.7 MW, and with an average system size of 259 kW) and were monitored for O&M issues 
over a 16-month period (January 2008–April 2009). The study collected data on solar PV 
system outages/reductions (rather than site visits, as the SNL research reported), as well as the 
production potential during that time, also called “unrealized generation,” was calculated to 
provide an impact in kWh (rather than a monetary figure of $/kWh, which was reported in the 
SNL research). Major conclusions of the study include the following (Voss et al. 2010):
•	 Of systems studied, approximately 45% did not experience a single outage throughout 

the 16 months of the survey.
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•	 Outages were categorized as high-impact events (which comprised only 10% of the 
outages yet accounted for 60% of the total lost production) or nuisance events (which 
occurred 50% of the time, but accounted for less than 10% of total lost production). 
Both categories provide significant areas for economic improvement but for different 
economic reasons: the high-impact events are costly due to a loss in production while 
the nuisance events drive up O&M costs due to the higher frequency of outages and 
therefore timely site visits.

•	 Similarly to the SNL research, the inverter was the cause for the most outages (over 
50% of the time) as well as the most energy lost (approximately 42%). Of all inverter 
failures, nearly 25% of the time they were due to control board failures, which were 
replaced under warranty by the manufacturer (see Section 3.7.2 for more information 
on replacement/warranty trends). Other inverter failures were due to either unknown 
causes, followed less frequently by fans and software failures (which had a relatively 
lower impact on unrealized generation), followed by defective internal wiring (which 
caused a disproportionately higher loss of generation due to the complexity of the 
repair).

•	 While only 5% of the outages studied were due to failure in the AC components, they 
caused a disproportionately large amount of unrealized generation (approximately 
38%) due to the long duration of service-time required to thoroughly address and solve 
the problem.

•	 Additional causes of outages ranging from the most frequent to least frequent include 
customer/utility grid issues, DC components, unknown reasons, tracker failure, weather, 
modules, meter/monitoring, service, and construction. Of these additional reasons, the 
weather had the greatest impact on generation (causing 12% energy loss), followed by 
service (causing approximately 4% of energy loss).

3.7.2  PV Inverter Replacement and Warranty Trends
Inverters have become a central component in the solar industry due to the ever-
growing grid-connected PV market. A major component of overall PV system efficiency is 
determined by the ability of an inverter to convert the DC output from PV modules into AC 
electricity that can be sent into the grid or used in a home or business.

Although much attention is given to increasing inverter efficiencies, inverter reliability has 
a greater impact on lifetime PV system cost, which makes it an important factor in market 
adoption. In the study of Tucson Electric Power’s utility-scale PV described above, replacing/
rebuilding inverters every 10 years was projected to almost double annual O&M costs by 
adding an equivalent of 0.1% of the installed system cost. In turn, bringing the total annual 
O&M cost to 0.22% of installed system cost (Moore and Post 2007). Similarly, the O&M 
energy cost was projected to increase by $0.003/kWhAC, resulting in a total O&M energy 
cost of $0.007/kWhAC. Again, this is simply annual O&M cost divided by annual energy 
output, not LCOE. Inverters are the component of a PV system that will need replacement 
at least once over the lifetime of a PV system. The warranty that a manufacturer is willing to 
provide is a good indication of an inverter’s reliability.

As inverter reliabilities increase, manufacturers have started to offer longer warranties. 
Today, a majority of manufacturers are comfortable giving default 5- to 10-year warranties 
as opposed to 1- to 3-year warranties, as was the case in the mid-2000s. In addition, a 
growing number of manufacturers have begun offering customers optional extended 
warranties for an additional fee. This suggests that inverter companies are becoming 
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increasingly confident in the reliability of their products. Table 3.4 offers warranty information 
for a sampling of some of the leading inverter suppliers in today’s market.

TABLE 3.4. INVERTER WARRANTY DATA FROM SELECT INVERTER MANUFACTURERS

WARRANTY

Manufacturer Standard Extended (Total Years)

Fronius 10 20

Motech 5 10

Enphase (microinverters) 15 N/A

PV Powered (now part of Advanced Energy) 10 20

SatCon 5 20

SMA Technologies 5 20

Solarix 5 7

Xantrex 5 10

(websites of respective companies listed)

Micro-inverters are emerging as an alternative to large, central inverters. Systems employing 
micro-inverters utilize multiple small inverters rather than a single, centralized inverter to 
convert DC into AC electricity. Because micro-inverters convert the DC from each individual 
module rather than entire arrays of modules, inverter failure does not cripple the entire 
system. Enphase Energy and Petra Solar micro-inverters are commercially available. 
Sparq Systems, Inc. plans to produce high-durability, lightweight micro-inverters to be 
commercially available in North America in the third quarter of 2010 (Solar Server 2010).

3.8 CSP Installation and Operation  
and Maintenance Cost Trends
The average cost, after federal incentives, for a CSP plant without storage is greater than 
$4,000/kW  in the United States (Bullard et al. 2008). More recent analysis in early 2010 
estimates the capital costs for a CSP plant to range from $3,000/kW to $7,500/kW, where 
the upper limit reflects plants that have invested in thermal energy storage (GTM 2011). For 
example, investment for construction and associated costs for the Nevada Solar One plant, 
which has a nominal 64 MW capacity and only 30 minutes of storage via its HTF, amounted to 
$266 million or about $4,100/kW. Several similar-sized trough plants with more storage have 
been built in Spain; however, the project costs have not been disclosed (DOE 2009). System 
developers strongly believe that improvements in system design and O&M will reduce this 
cost considerably, making it more competitive with traditional electricity sources.

Current CSP costs are based largely on the parabolic trough, which is the most mature of the 
various CSP technologies. Figure 3.18 shows a typical cost breakdown for components of 
a parabolic trough system that is sized at 100-MW capacity with 6 hours of thermal energy 
storage. In this reference plant, energy storage is the second most expensive portion at 
17% of the total cost, while the solar field comprises approximately 30% of the total. Solar 
field components include the receivers, mirrors (reflectors), structural support, drivers, and 
foundation. Receivers and mirrors each contribute approximately 10% to the total cost. The 
power block (or “power plant”), which is not considered part of the solar field, normally has 
the highest cost of all the major components (especially in systems lacking thermal energy 
storage), contributing roughly 13% to the total (NREL 2010b).
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3.9  CSP Technology Characteristics  
and System Performance
Four types of CSP technology were under development: parabolic trough technology, power 
tower technology, dish-engine technology, and linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) technology. Each 
technology along with its defining attributes and applications is discussed below.

3.9.1  Parabolic Trough Technology
Parabolic trough technology benefits from the longest operating history of all CSP 
technologies, dating back to the SEGS plants in the Mojave Desert of California in 1984, 
and is therefore the most proven CSP technology (DOE 2009). Trough technology uses 
one-axis tracking, has a concentration ratio of 80 (concentration ratio is calculated by 
dividing reflector area by focal area), and achieves a maximum temperature of nearly 400°C. 
This relatively low temperature limits potential efficiency gains and is more susceptible 
to performance loss when dry cooling is used. Moreover, the relatively low operating 
temperature makes it very difficult to provide the amount of heat storage (in a cost-effective 
manner) that is required for around-the-clock dispatch (Grama et al. 2008, Emerging Energy 
Research 2007). The current design point solar-to-electric efficiency (the net efficiency 
in the ideal case when the sun is directly overhead) for parabolic troughs ranges from 
24%–26%. This metric is useful in indicating the ideal performance of a system and is often 
used to compare components on similarly designed trough systems. The overall annual 
average conversion, which provides a better assessment of actual operation over time, is 
approximately 13%–15% (DOE 2009).

3.9.2 Power Tower Technology
Power towers (also called central receivers or receiver technology) use two-axis tracking, 
have a concentration ratio up to 1,500, and achieve a maximum temperature of about 
650°C (Grama et al. 2008). The higher operating temperature of tower technology reduces 

Power Plant – 13%

Project, Land, Misc.– 3%

EPC Costs – 12%

Contingency – 7%

Thermal Energy Storage – 17%

Site Improvements – 3%

DC’s Sales Tax – 5%

Solar Field – 31%

HTF Systems – 9%

Figure 3.18 Generic parabolic trough CSP cost breakdown
(NREL 2010b)
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the susceptibility of these systems to efficiency losses, especially when dry cooling is used 
(Emerging Energy Research 2007). The reflectors, called heliostats, typically comprise about 
50% of plant costs. The current design-point solar-to-electric efficiency for power towers is 
approximately 20%, with an annual average conversion efficiency of approximately 14%–
18% (DOE 2009).

3.9.3  Dish-Engine Technology
Dish-engine technology uses two-axis tracking, has a concentration ratio up to 1,500, and 
achieves a maximum temperature of about 700°C (Emerging Energy Research 2007). This 
technology set the world record for solar thermal conversion efficiency, achieving 31.4%, 
and has an estimated annual conversion efficiency in the lower 20th percentile. Dish-engine 
systems are cooled by closed-loop systems and lack a steam cycle, therefore endowing 
them with the lowest water usage per megawatt-hour compared to other CSP technologies. 
As of mid-2010, integration of centralized thermal storage was difficult; however, dish-
compatible energy storage systems were being developed in ongoing research sponsored 
by DOE (DOE 2009). The Maricopa Solar Project became the first-ever commercial dish-
engine system when it began operation in January 2010. The system is located in Arizona 
and generated a maximum capacity of 2 MW (NREL 2010a).

3.9.4  Linear Fresnel Reflector Technology
LFR technology uses one-axis tracking and has a concentration ratio of 80. The reduced 
efficiency (15%–25%) compared to troughs is expected to be offset by lower capital 
costs (Grama et al. 2008, Emerging Energy Research 2007). Superheated steam has been 
demonstrated in LFRs at about 380°C, and there are proposals for producing steam at 
450°C. As of mid-2010, LFRs are in the demonstration phase of development, and the 
relative energy cost compared to parabolic troughs remains to be established (DOE 2009). 
Kimberlina Solar is the first commercial-scale LFR in the United States. It began operation in 
early 2009 and generates a maximum capacity of 7 MWAC. As of mid-2010, the only other 
operational LFR system is the Puerto Errado 1 (PE1) in Spain, which generates a maximum 1 
MW and began operation in 2008 (NREL 2010a).

3.9.5  Storage
A unique and very important characteristic of trough and power tower CSP plants is their 
ability to dispatch electricity beyond daylight hours by utilizing thermal energy storage 
(TES) systems (dish-engine CSP technology currently cannot utilize TES). In TES systems, 
about 98% of the thermal energy placed in storage can be recovered, CSP production time 
may be extended up to 16 hours per day, and the capacity factor increases to more than 
50%, which allows for greater dispatch capability (DOE 2009). Although capital expenditure 
increases when storage is added, as costs of TES decline, the LCOE is likely to decrease 
due to an increased capacity factor and greater utilization of the power block (DOE 2009). 
Moreover, storage increases the technology’s marketability, as utilities can dispatch the 
electricity to meet non-peak demand.

TES systems often utilize molten salt as the storage medium; when power is needed, the 
heat is extracted from the storage system and sent to the steam cycle. The 50-MW Andasol 
1 plant in Spain utilizes a molten salt mixture of 60% sodium nitrate and 40% potassium 
nitrate as the storage medium, enabling more than 7 hours of additional electricity 
production after direct-normal insolation is no longer available. Various mixtures of 
molten salt are being investigated to optimize the storage capacity, and research is being 
conducted on other mediums such as phase-change materials. Synthetic mineral oil, which 
has been the historical HTF used in CSP systems, is also being viewed as a potential storage 
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medium for future systems. In the near term, most CSP systems will likely be built with low 
levels of storage due to time-of-delivery rate schedules that favor peak-power delivery. For 
example, the Nevada Solar One plant incorporates roughly half an hour of storage via its 
HTF inventory, but no additional investments were made in storage tanks (DOE 2009).

3.9.6  Heat-Transfer Fluid
Improvements in the HTF are necessary to bring down the levelized cost of energy for CSP. 
This can be accomplished by lowering the melting points and increasing the vapor pressure 
of these substances. For commercial parabolic trough systems, the maximum operating 
temperature is limited by the HTF, which is currently a synthetic mineral oil with a maximum 
temperature of 390°C. Dow Chemical’s and Solutia’s synthetic mineral oils have been used 
widely as the HTF in trough systems. The problem with these synthetic oils is that they 
break down at higher temperatures, preventing the power block from operating at higher, 
more efficient temperatures. Several parabolic trough companies are experimenting with 
alternative HTFs—most notably molten salts and direct steam generation—that would allow 
operation at much higher temperatures. The downside to using molten salts is that they 
freeze at a higher temperature than the synthetic oils, which means a drop in temperature 
during the night may solidify the substance. This, in turn, can damage the equipment when 
the salt expands and puts pressure on the receivers. Corrosion of the receivers is another 
potential concern when salts are introduced. Nonetheless, research is being conducted to 
use this substance as both an HTF and TES medium. If this can be accomplished, costly heat 
exchangers would not be needed, thus helping to reduce the LCOE.

3.9.7  Water Use
As stated in Section 2.3.3.4, water resources are essential to the operation of a CSP plant and 
may be a limiting factor in arid regions (except for dish-engine systems, which do not require 
water cooling). A water-cooled parabolic trough plant typically requires approximately 
800 gallons per megawatt-hour. Power towers operate at a higher temperature and 
have lower water cooling needs, ranging from 500–750 gallons per megawatt-hour. An 
alternative to water cooling is dry or air cooling, which eliminates between 90% and 95% 
of water consumption (DOE 2009, NREL 2007). However, air cooling requires higher upfront 
capital costs and may result in a decrease in electricity generation, depending on location 
temperature. An alternative to wet cooling and dry cooling is to implement hybrid cooling, 
which decreases water use while minimizing the generation losses experienced with dry 
cooling.

3.9.8  Land Requirements
The amount of acreage needed for a CSP facility depends partly on the type of technology 
deployed. More importantly, though, land use is dependent on thermal storage hours 
and a location’s solar insolation. Common practice is to state land requirements in terms 
of acres per megawatt. The range normally provided is 4–8 acres in a location with solar 
insolation similar to that found in the U.S. desert Southwest (SNL 2009). The low end of the 
range is possible when greater self-shading of reflectors is allowed, although this results in 
reduced electricity output. The high end represents the additional land needed for energy 
storage, with energy storage resulting in a higher capacity factor. Because of such variation, 
when considering land needs, it can be more useful to provide a number in terms of acres 
per megawatt-hour. When this is done, a comparison among CSP technology types can 
more easily be made. The general trend at this stage of technology development is that 
power towers require approximately 20% more land per megawatt-hour than troughs. The 
Maricopa Solar Project, the only operating commercial dish-engine facility in the world as of 
mid-2010, suggests a 10-acres/MW-land-use standard for the dish-engine technology (NREL 
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2010a). The construction of additional dish engine CSP plants in varying sizes and locations 
will be required to verify land requirements for this technology.
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